Bridging The Landscapes

WILD SOUL, WILD RIVER TREK
DUNHAM RIVER
ITINERARY
“Keep some room in your heart for the unimaginable.”
Mary Oliver, Poet

OVERVIEW
WILD SOUL, WILD RIVER TREK. The country is wilderness area. Our access
to this majestic and wild country is via a long-standing relationship with the
the custodians, local people of Doon Doon Community. We’ve crafted a
journey that weaves together a walk, following the meandering downstream
passage of the Wild Dunham River. In addition, intentional soul infused
activities to bring depth and longevity to your experience. Take resources
away that will aid in gleening pathways and processes to enter a deeper
conversation with yourself and the natural world.
Petrine will be available for conversations and reflections at any time during
the trek, together with group activities.
Petrine doesn’t provide an exact itinerary, preferring to give participants an
experience of awakening into each new day with openness to what may
unfold. See below for some sample Wild Soul activities and a day to day
outline of Terry’s trek and expert guiding and bush craft skills.

Walking on Country provides a unique comparison from our urban lifestyle,
an opportunity of living remotely in a wilderness setting, removed from all
other campers who are seeking respite from cities. The backdrop to your
Kimberley camp is the Durack Range, a free space of over 800,000 hectares
on the frontier of magnificent wilderness. Set aside for your group alone, no
competition for finite resources in a crowded campground. As a party on the
frontier, you are not left alone. Terry’s role is to ensure safety and mentor
of your experience with local knowledge, natural history of the region, and
around the campfire, share an extensive range of topics including bush craft
skills.

DAY ONE – ARRIVAL

ITINERARY

Meet your Facilitators and Guides 7:00am at Kununurra Tourist Centre, 75 Coolibah
Drive, and commence initial trek preparation in readiness for departure to a unique
and remote location to begin, a once in a lifetime raw adventure.
Within an hour, depart by road for Woolah Aboriginal Community, one hour south
on the Great Northern Highway to Doon Doon. Those with vehicles can either park
and secure in them in Kununurra or drive and have your vehicle secured at Doon
Doon!
After meeting elders of Doon Doon Community, we participate in a Welcome to
Country, a cultural spiritual blessing, ensuring our safe journey whilst on Country.
Drive via a 4x4 along cattle station tracks to Wilson’s Crossing on the Dunham
River, set up camp, settle in before lunch.
Option for the afternoon: take a leisurely walk along the river after our bumpy
ride, plenty of large pools, excellent for fishing or to take a refreshing swim!
Once camp has been set up, the afternoon is an opportunity for Petrine to introduce
the Wild Soul component of our journey, discussion around some introductory
structures and an overview. Exploration of the immediate area, and time to
position yourself under a shady tree and enjoy a gentle breeze, begin journaling or
setting any intentions for the trek to come.
Campfire, evening meal followed by conversation and discussion with maps for
tomorrow’s walk.

Spirit lifts, soul deepens
Spirit is a spark, soul is a drop of water
Spirit is a great idea, soul is deep knowing

DAY TWO:
Pre-dawn wake up with natures morning chorus of sounds, pack swags and tents,
breakfast, final backpack preparations before departure, complete packing of camp
trailer.
Steady bushwalking pace to settle in, taking time to make necessary adjustments to
equipment, boot comfort as we traverse a broad grassy valley seeking shady trees
along the river bank.
Following the river west, the morning’s walk is about meandering a course avoiding
harder aspects of Country terrain, a journey of 8-10kms.
Locate support vehicle and establish campsite, set up individual sleeping areas and
our group camp location.
Relax in comfort and shade by refreshing waters of a wild river. Time to seek a
quiet location as a group for ‘Wild Soul’ contemplation and sharing. Did anything
call to you on your walk, “rattle your cage”? What images may have spoken to you?
How did you respond?
There will be time for other activities in this extremely isolated region of Australia,
taking in your new surroundings.
Evening campfire meal with a chilled glass of wine or beer, sharing the day’s
personal journey.
Sample Wild Soul Reflection/Discussion:
Let’s talk about stories.
A classic narrative structure is a stable state and then something disrupts it and
throws everything into chaos and then something else comes into being. And a
good story shows us that we are the ones who do that… This journey into the wild
is the potential disruptor which could provide the means for a different narrative.
Discuss.

DAY THREE
A pre-dawn start in the Kimberley is a unique opportunity to behold, wake to the
natural sounds of the Australian bush chorus coming to life, the changing morning
light atop the cliff line, enjoy the refreshing coolness of a morning with a cup of
billy tea, light blue smoke spirals upwards from our fire.
Make ready packs for the day’s walk before breakfast, finalise pack down and stack
camp equipment ready for the support driver to load before an expected 7:00am
start.
The Dunham River is deflected the Saw Range formed from movement of tectonic
plates; a magnificent cliff line parallels the river course as we walk the southern
riverbank, onto our evening campsite.
This section of the river accommodates ancient giant river gums, birds fly from
branch to branch calling out as we pass under a shaded landscape. Today’s total
distance is up to 10kms.
On making camp, unload the vehicle, establish our campsite, set up individual
sleeping spots and the group camp area.
Sample Wild Soul Reflection/Discussion:
The afternoon with a refreshing swim, seek a quiet location for Wild Soul
reflections, deepening into the process and images. Let’s talk about the language
of the unconscious…dreams and active imagination. What dreams have you been
having, if any? What do we make of dreams? Active imagination is a powerful tool
to understand the images that have spoken to us on the trek and perhaps images in
our dreams. Discuss.

DAY FOUR
Early rise, pack tents - swags, watch the changing sunlight strike cliffs on high with
a hot cup of billy team, breakfast, finalise preparations before setting off by
7:30am.
Our destination is the old Bedford Stock Route, 9-10 kms of gentle walking
crossing back and forth the river selecting firm ground and a shady river bank.
Arrive camp, celebratory refreshments whilst cooling off in the gentle flowing water
of a rocky bench in the river course; pioneer pastoralists forded this location over
130 years ago, First Nations people for millennia, enjoyed this special place.
Sample Wild Soul Reflection/Discussion:
Many times in life we
diverge from our path,
or perhaps from what is
expected of us. We then
have to negotiate a
different terrain, a
terrain that is not
straightforward, an
uneven path, perhaps
climbing to view life
from a broader
perspective. Have there
been glimpses of a
greater more far
reaching perspective? If
you were to diverge, and
take that different path
what would it look like?
Discuss.

DAY FIVE
We trek through a tight water fill gorge, hemmed in by rising cliffs as walking along
a rocky bench for a kilometre. Today is a big day, 15kms, our legs conditioned from
three previous days of walking, evening camp is at the end of a valley too difficult
for vehicles to access.

Sample Wild Soul Reflection/Discussion: Severance – Threshold – Return – A
Three Stage Process for Human Evolvement
We can see a framework that repeats itself within many of the great stories we read
or watch on film, time and again. It often follows this three stage process. Does
this process resonate? Has this journey into the wilderness reflected any of this
process? And now at the Return, what do we take back to our family, our
community? How can we integrate and keep the process alive? Discussion.

DAY SIX
Late morning start, easy day as we look
over the skeletal remains of Old Speewah
Homestead and Stock Yards. Fossick about
in search of relics, a wagon axle, made in
Sheffield England, stamped 1882, a Meters
Stove, cookware, bridle equipment, old
tools and a permanent spring where water
was collected.
In the shade of pandanus palms,
speculating what was and sharing a
collective narrative, stories of previous
generation who journeyed ‘Beyond the Black
Stump’.
Sample Wild Soul Reflection/Discussion:
Petrine will provide an overview of tools,
practices to take with you, ideas for
continued activities and opportunity for an
online platform to keep connecting and
reflecting together. After six days on
Country, we department Speewah for Doon
Doon, farewell to the Woolah mob.
Travel back into Kununurra mid-afternoon to collect vehicles or drop off to your
local hotel.
Wild Soul Option: Dinner together to keep unravelling and reflecting!

‘When an ancient energy awakens in you, it’s likely to
rattle your cage and come to you in images not words,
it seems this is the way the soul carries its messages,
to move and confound, to settle, to get us to work’

